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ABSTRACT 

lh<i 1·lrr;I. �.tep lt1 a pPtroloqlc •;turl.v mu'it lw d cln'>s11 lcr11.ion hased 

on observed textures and mineralogy. Lunilr rock'.. may lw ,.1,1�,•,lt l,id lnt. 1 1 

three major groups: I. Coarse-grained igneous rocks, II. fine-grained 

igneous rocks and It!. breccias. Group I is interpreted as primitive lunar 

crustal rocks that display various degrees of crushing and/or annealing. 

Group II is interpreted as volcanic rocks. Group III is interpreted as 

resulting from impacts on the lunar surface and is subdivided on the 

basis of matrix textures into fragmental breccias, crystalline breccias 

that have been annealed, and crystalline breccias with igneous matrices. 

A synthesis of the relevant data concerning lunar highlands poly

rnlct hrr.ccias from the fields of petrography, chemistry, photogeology, 

and impact studies compels the prediction that the breccias shou·ld havt� 

homogeneous matrices from rock to rock within regions of the highlands 

of limited size where impact mixing has been efficient and extensive. 

But the returned breccias, even from one landing site, display a wide 

range in composition. This incompatibility between prediction and 

observation is a paradox that may be resolved by a process that acts 

after impact mixing to cause a differentiation of the breccia compositions. 

Partial melting of the local average crustal composition (as modeled by 

the average soil composition for each site), and separation of melt and 

residue in ejecta and/or fall-back blankets is compatible with the reviewed 

data and may resolve the paradox. 
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I 11 troduction 

Lun,n ·�it111p·1es have now ue�n returned by eight missions. Apollos 11, 

12, 14, 15 1 16 and 17 and Lunas 16 and 20. From many hand specimen-sized 

rocks, but mostly from sma Iler fragments separated from soi 1 s. thousands 

of thin sections of lithic fragments have been made and studied (e.g., 

Delano, et al., 1973; Taylor, et al., 1973; Warner, et al., 1973; 

Prinz, et al., 1973; Warner, 1972; Phinney, et al., 1972; Bence, et 

al., 1972). Lithic types returned from mare areas are largely Fe-Ti-rich 

basalts, or breccias comprised largely of such basalts. Those returned 

from highland areas are more complex; most are breccias of various 

types and a small number are partially crushed and annealed, coarser

grained igneous rocks. An initial attempt is made in this paper to 

classify the highland lithologies and explain their petrogenesis. 

Previous studies of limited suites of samples from individual missions 

have resulted in several lithologic classifications; c011111only these 

are based on objective and interpretive combinations of chemical, 

mineralogic, and textural criteria. Although a thorough understanding 

of lunar rocks. should eventually include a wide variety of petro

genetically significant criteria, the first step in a petrologic study 

lllJst be a classification based on observed textures and mineralogy 

as was historically developed for terrestrial rocks. Further refine

ments may include chemical, experimental, or other data. Table l is a 

classification based solely on petrographic observations. Because there 

are gradations between most groups the divisions between groups are 
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�urnewhat arbitrary. The texture of an individual thin sect1�n may 

overl1p more than one group and not be clearly assignable to one group or 

the other. Some rocks may contain more then one d1sttnct petrographic 

type. and the proximity of these various types may be petrogenettcally 

significant. For example; the black and white rocks of Apo11os 15 and 

16 are irregularly banded mixtures of basaltic-textured breccias and 

light matrix breccias or cataclastic rocks. In spite of this complexity 

the groupings 1n th1s classification represent reasonably well the major 

rock types required to describe the returned highland s•ples. 

Several ground rules we� used in developing this classification: 

1. Tenninology ts based primarily on study of thin sections.

2. Existing terrestrial or lunar rock names and ter11inology are

u�ed when possible.

3. When several tenns have been used to classify a particular

rock cype the tenn having the least ambiguity in the literature is 

utilized. 

4. New names are not invented

5. Although it is impossible to avoid some degree of genetic

connotation in many rock tenns. the tenns utilized are those considered as 

having the least genetic connotation. 

6. Assigrvnent to a group in the classification must be possible on

the basis of binocular and petrographic microscope examinations and not 

require chemical or isotopic data which 1s available for only a small 

fraction of the samples for w�ich thin sections exist. 
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Classification 

The rocks are divided into three major groups; Coarse-grained 

igneous rocks, fine-grained igneous rocks, and breccias. Each of the 

three major groups is further subdivided into several subgroups. 

Group I. Coarse-grained igneous rocks.- Grain-sizes in this group are 

generally greater than 1 nm and occur in various intergrowths of euhedral 

to subhedral minerals as in terrestrial gabbroic and granitic rocks 

(Fig. 1). Applicable terrestrial tenns such as troctolite and anorthositic 

gabbro are appropriate for these coarse igneous lithologies that are more 

conman as clasts in breccias than as separate rock fragments. A few coarse 

mare basalts attain dominant, or average, grain sizes of up to l to 2 mm 

thus overlapping with the coarse-grained group, but they contain less than 

35% plagioclase, significant augite and ilmenite, continuous gradations to 

much finer-grained or vitrophyric textures, and greater than 14% FeO, all 

of which are characteristic of mare basalts which are classed as fine-grained 

igneous rocks. 

Most of the coarse-grained igneous rocks have been partly to extensively 

crushed. If there are petrographically recognizable remnants of previous 

coarse-grained igneous textures, the rock is classified as the cataclastic 

equivalent of the appropriate predecessor: e.g., cataclastic gabbro, 

cataclastic anorthosite. As in the terrestrial equivalents the greater 

the degree of crushing the more difficult it is to deduce a coarse-grained 

igneous origin. To be a cataclastic igneous rock, the minerals may be 

crushed but not mixed with material from other source rocks. Lithologies 
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which are most clearly in this category are those with seriate monomineralic 

matrices enclosing multigrain clasts of the same mineral (Jig. 2a). Monornineralic 

matrices with large single mineral grains of the same mineral (Fig. 2b) are 

also included in this group. Lithologies containing seriate polymineralic 

matrices enclosing multigrain clasts, all of which have the same coarse-grained 

lithology and minerals as those in the matrix, would also be placed in this 

group. More equivocal are those textures in which crushed zones are irregularly 

interspersed with coarse grains which are themselves fractured and partly 

crushed (Fig. 3). If no relic igneous texture remains then the rock would be 

categorized as a breccia. 

In other coarse-grained igneous rocks partial to extensive annealing, or 

recrystallization, has resulted in granulitic textures. The grains display 

equigranular, polyhedral morphology with triple junctions of 120°. The rock 

may have been a coarse-grained igneous rock that has been intensely crushed 

and then recrystallized (Fig. 3). Such histories can commonly be verified by. 

studies of textural variations in both hand specimens and thin sections. If 

remnants of a coarse-grained igneous precursor are present the rock may be 

classed as a granulitic troctolite, granulitic anorthosite, etc. The hand 

specimen may clearly show the rock to have a coarse-grained, cumulus texture, 

yet the thin section may show granulitic texture _as is the case with troctolite 

76535 and anorthosite 15415 (Fig. 4). Again, as in terrestrial equivalents, 

the more extensive the recrystallization the more equivocal the initial rock 

type. In cases where the rock initially may have been a polymict or detrital 

breccia and then recrystallized, there may be some heterogeneities or r.elic 

clasts suggesting such an origin and the rock would be termed a high grade 

i 
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breccia under the crystalline matrix category. In the absence of any 

petrographic evidence of an igneous or detrital origin it is suggested that 

the rock be tenned a granulite with constituent mineral names as adjectives: 

e.g., plagioclase-olivine granulite. Further studies of petrologic, chemical,

and physical properties might allow a more definitive detennination of origin. 

Group tI. Fine-grained igneous rocks.- This group consists of vitrophyric 

to fine-grained (<1 mm) crystalline rocks with ophitic, subophitic, diabasic, 

intersertal, and porphyritic textures similar to those of terrestrial volcanic 

rocks. Most of the returned fine--grained igneous rocks are mare basalts 

containing less than 50% feldspar, greater than 50% ferromagnesian silicates, 

several percent opaque minerals largely as ilmenite, significant amounts of 

augite or other clinopyroxenes, and essentially no orthopyroxenes (Fig. 6). 

The high content of ferromagnesian minerals is reflected in the high FeO 

content (>14% of the chemical analyses of mare basalts. 

Pyroclastic rocks consist of aggregates of small (<l nm), glassy to 

devitrified fragments most of which are spheroids or fragments of spheroids. 

The fragments are extremely homogeneous, some contain phenocrysts, many are 

composite, and a few contain vesicles (Fig. 7). A review of these materials 

from Apollo 17 (Heiken, et al., 1974) presents the arguments for a pyroclastic 

origin. The green rocks of Apollo 15 (15425, 15426, and 15427), the orange 

clods and soil of Apollo 17 (74220), and the black soil of Apollo 17 (74001) 

are all in this group. 
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Rocks with basaltic texture, 50% plagioclase, predominantly Ca-poor 

pyroxene including orthopyroxene, about 1-2% opaques, and no obvious relic 

fragments are tenned feldspathic basalts (fig. 8). In some cases they 

have been considered as volcanic in origin, but some may be impact, 

units representing totally melted matrices that contain fragments on a 

scale too large (cm co m} to observe in the returned samples, and 

ce'rtainly too large to observe in a single thin section. Therefore, 

this group appears with queries in two places on Table 1. For example 

thin sections of a 370 gm feldspathis basalt from the Apollo 16 site 

(68415) contains no obvious relic fragments yet the lunar surface 

photos show this to be a sample of the matrix from a fragment-laden rock 

and the description of the overall specimen in the Apollo 16 lunar sample 

catalog contains the following comment: "no clear-cut inclusions and 

clasts observed; however, patchy distribution of light and dark colored 

parts is suggestive of almost completely resorbed clasts. 11 Although 

another feldspathic basalt (68416) was collected from the matrix of the 

same boulder only 20 to 30 cm from 68415, it has different mineral 

compositions and textures (Hodges and Kushiro, 1973; Helz and Appleman, 

1973; Gancarz, et al., 1972) indicating significant meterogeneity 

in the matrix. Crystalline KREEP basalt fragments (Meyer, 1972) 

from the Apollo 15 site contain no obvious clasts but are all less 

than 2 cm across and could also be breccia matrix fragments. The much 

larger but similar feldspathic, or KREEP, basalt from the Fra Mauro 

site (14310) has been interpreted both as of volcanic origin (Brown, 

et al., 1972) and as an impact melt derived from the lunar regolith 
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(James, 1973; Dence and Plant, 1972; LSAPT, 1972}. Such rocks might be 

placed in either the fine-grained igneous rock or basaltic matrix breccia 

groups during the initia1 petrographic observations, but further study of 

petrologic, chemical, and physical properties may allow a more definite 

assignment to a group. 

Group Ill. Breccias.-- As with terrestrial equivalents the breccias consist 

of various sized, angular to rounded, elastic fragments from more than one 

source rock set in a finer--grained matrix of either clastis or igneous origin. 

The ratio of clasts to matrix may vary considerably and the elastic fragments 

represent a polymict source. Clast types may vary from one geographic area 

to another or with depth of origin, making them important in provenance 

studies. Information about the processes that formed breccias is best 

preserved in the matrix and reactions between clasts and matrix. Temperatures, 

cooling rates, fugacities of certain volatile components such as o
2 

and co
2
, 

pressures, and mechanical processes involved in the lithification of breccias 

are best deduced from the mineralogy, texture, composition, and physical 

properties of the matrix. Therefore, the breccia groups of Table l are 

based on the petrography of matrices. Further modifications of these groups 

to include clast content could be accomplished by having clast terms precede 

the matrix name: e.g., troctolite and gabbro-bearing vitric matrix breccia. 

Fragmental, crystalline, and glassy matrix breccias are co1T111on. Because 

of the great variety of breccias and their importance to interpretation of 
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the evolution of the lunar highlands, the classification of this major 

group is subdivided more extensively than were the other major groups. 

Among the fragmental breccias there are two subdivisions: 1. Light 

matrix breccias containing a seriate distribution of mineral, lithic, and, 

rarely, glass fragments and 2. Vitric matrix breccias containing a large 

proportion of tiny glass fragments in their matrices (Fig. 9). The light 

matrix breccias consist of crushed and mixed mineral and lithic debris 

with minor amounts of glass in some samples. There is no clear-cut 

distinction between matrix and clasts because of a continuous gradation 

in grain size as though comminution and accumulation were the major 

processes involved in formation. There are varying degrees of coherence 

in the light matrix breccias ranging from crumbly, clod-like lumps to 

quite coherent fragments that may be partly cemented by very small amounts 

of glass at the grain boundaries causing fritting of the grains. The 

fine-grained, crushed silicate debris imparts a light gray color to tha 

matrix. 

The vitric matrix breccias are dark brown. The matrix consists largely 

of small, brown glass fragments about 0.5 to 2 µm in longest dimension 

(Fig. 10). Waters, et al. (1971) showed that these glass particles are 

mostly irregular to stubby in shape although rod-like and platy fonns 

are also common. The particles are molded plastically against one 

another and against mineral, lithic, and glass clasts indicating that 

the material accumulated while still reasonably soft and hot. Mineral 

and lithic fragments occur in seriate distribution ranging from fine 

debris mixed with the minute glass fragments to much larger discrete clasts. 
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Crystalline matrix breccias are subdivided into two groups based on 

crystal morphology in the matrix. Feldspars are particularly useful because 

of their distinct flat-sided, lathy to tabular fonns when euhedral in contrast 

to their more equant, rounded to polygonal forms when anhedral. Pyroxenes 

have similar but less distinctive contrasts in morphology while olivine is 

roughly equidimensional in both its euhedral and anhedral fonns. Because 

feldspars have the most distinctive morphology the crystalline breccias are 

divided into two groups, one with equant feldspar and the other with tabular 

to lathy feldspar in the matrix. Irregularly-shaped mineral clasts of 

predominantly plagioclase with subordinate olivine, pyroxene, and spinel and 

a variety of lithic clasts are generally present in both groups in quantities 

ranging from 5 to 45% of the total rock. 

Crystalline matrix breccias with equant feldspar display distinct 

discontinuities in grain size distribution for each mineral in the matrix: 

i.e., each matrix mineral has a fairly restricted size-range. For example

in some Apollo 14 breccias (Warner, 1972) the plagioclase and pyroxene of 

the matrix are restricted to the range 3 to 6 µm. For mineral fragments 

greater than 25 µm there is a seriate distribution. Warner (1972) suggested 

that this distribution resulted from recrystallization of the finest grained 

material (<25 µm) in an originally detrital matrix. 

Further textural distinctions allow three subdivisions of the 

crystalline matrices containing equant feldspar: low grade, high 

grade, and poikilitic. Low grade breccias (Fig. 11) display no parti

cular pattern in the matrix minerals: i.e., there is no mosaic pattern 

of polygonal grains as in t,he high grade breccias nor poikilitic mineral 

development as in the poikilitic breccias. There is less than 5% glass 
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in the low grade breccias corresponding to grades 3 and 4 of Warner 

(1972). High grade breccias contain silicate minerals as regular 

polygons in a mosaic pattern with 120° triple junctions. Figure 12 

shows some fine-grained versions of this texture which,may also be 

much coarser-grained. There is no glass in the matrix of high grade 

breccias corresponding to grades 5 and 6 of Warner (1972). When the 

original rock cannot be shown to have been a breccia it may be 

equivalent to the granulitic igneous rocks of Group I. Poikilitic

breccias contain ferromagnesian silicates, particularly low-calcium 

pyroxenes, as oikocrysts ancl�sing rounded, equant to irregular chadacrysts 

of plagioclase and ferromagnesian silicates (Fig. 13). This texture is 

quite distinct from the polygonal mosaics of high grade breccias. 

Crystalline matrix breccias containing tabular plag1oclase in their 

matrix display poik11it1c texture and several varieties of basaltic 

textures (Warner, et al., 1973). The matrices of the mesostasis-r1ch 

basaltic breccias contain greater then 10% brownish mesostasts constst1ng 

of very ftne 1ntergrowths of glass, phosphates, opaque Minerals, pyroxene, 

and accessory minerals (rtg. 14). With increasing content of mesostasis 

these grade into devitrified glass matrix breccias. At about SOS 

mesostasis most of the crystal development is 1n the spheru11t1c or• 

dendr1t1c pattems typical of the devitrifted glass matrix breccias. 

The plqtoclase of NS01ti11s-rich baultic breccias ,.,._ h'cla ti-shaped 

to tabular, conmonly with hollow cores, olivine is the most conman mafic 

■1Hrt1 and d1splqs a svbophit1c rel1tion1htp with pl191oclase. Pyroxene

is rather r1rt outside the MSostash and die subo,ta1ttc tature occurs 

in o11w1ne-plagtoclase cOlllbin1tion1 rather Utan tn cltlkll)Yf'OXet-pl1g1oc1u�� 

as 1s v•ually required by the ter11 ophttic. Ophittc l>asaltfc breccias 

•
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contain matrices of plagioclase, olivine, augite, and pigeonite in 

subophitic to ophitic textures (Fig. 15). A few p ercent of the mesostasis 

described above may be present in this s ubgroup. These textures are 

dominated by an int erlocking network of tabular plagiocl,ase with 

interstices occupied by pyroxene and olivine crystals that extend over 

areas 2 to 4 times as large as the plagioclase tablets. Grain sizes 

of each �ineral are usually restricted to a fairly narrow range varying 

little more than a factor of 2 to 3. Porphyritic basaltic breccias 

are similar to the ophitic basaltic breccias except for the presence of 

plagioclase phenocrysts (Fig. 16). Grain sizes vary considerably more 

than in the ophitic basaltic breccias. Some of the bas altic t�tures 

contain orthopyroxene as the predominant ferromagnesian silicate (Wamer, 

et al., 1973; Chao, 1973). To distinguish these from the previously 

discussed basaltic matrices they are termed micronori'tfc breccias (Fig. 17). 

Feldspathic basalts which may represent extensively melted breccta

matrices were discussed under fine-grained igneous rocks. 

Poikilitic �atrix breccias contain poikilitic ferranognesian 

minerals,usually low-calcium pyroxene but also high-calci1111 pyroxene and 

olivine (Si1110nds. et al •• 1973; Bence, et al •• 1973; Chao and.Minkin, 1974). 

They consist of oikocrysts.generally of orthopyroxene or pige,onite bl t 

also of olivine, up to 3 m across enclosing up to 50% of their volume 

as chadacrysts, predaninantly of plag;oclase tablets but also a few rt11fic 

silicates (Fig. 18). The regions between oikocrysts contain the same 

minerals as ocaar•in the chadacrysts plus 1ccessory minerals such as 

potassium feldspar, apatite, and opaques. In some cases the plag1oclase 

tablets are we11-•11ned both in and around the o1kocrysts (Fig. 18d). 
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Glassy matrix breccias contain a coherent, usually vesicular, mass of 

glass that forms a bonding medium for mineral and lithic clasts (fig. 19). 

This contrasts with the vitric matrix breccias that contain tiny fragments 

rather than coherent masses of glass in their matrices. Because cooling 

of relatively large fragments (> a few cm) from melt temperatures (~1300°C) 

to 600 or 700° C would take tens of minutes to hours these larger fragments 

would be expected to commence crystallizing (or devitrifying) and not 

remain as glass. Therefore, the glassy matrix breccias occur as small 

fragments, primarily as agglutinates, rarely larger than a few centimeters 

across. 

Devitrified glass-matrix breccias consist of integrowths of very 

fine dendritic to spherulitic crystals and glass (Fig. 20}. The crystals 

often develop in fan and bow-tie patterns nucleated on relic grains. As 

the crystalline development becomes more extensive this group grades into 

the basaltic matrix types of crystalline matrix breccias. 

Interpretation 

On the basis of our knowledge of previous studies, plus our studies 

of textures and mineralogy, the summary interpretations of various lunar 

rock groups are shown in the right hand column of Table 1. In combination 

with chemical data the textural diversity of breccias is attributed 

to various degrees of metamorphism or annealing in the non-melted group 

(Warner, 1972} and various peak temperatures and cooling rates in the 

melt-derived group (Warner, 1973). 

I 
1� 
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The remainder of this paper examines the possibility that the chemical 

diversity of lunar highland polymict breccias is the result of impact 

processes. Petrographic observations, combined with photogeologic and 

geochemical results, show that the lunar highlands have been subjected to 

continuous, extensive meteorite bombardment that has crushed, ground; and 

mixed the autochthonous and allochthonous material into a series of 

polymict breccias. We use petrologic and geologic arguments to suggest 

that those processes should have produced breccias with relatively 

homogeneous matrix compositions. Since the matrices, even within one 

landing site, are not homogeneous, there must be a differentiation 

process that accompanies the crushing, grinding, and mixing of the impact 

process. Using phase equilibrium and geochemical data as support, we 

suggest that partial melting, accompanied by some separation of melt 

from residue, takes place within ejecta and/or fall-back blankets or 

in the wall rock of craters. This partial melting can account for the 

geochemical trends and the fact that the polymict breccias at each 

landing site have diverse compositions. 
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PETROGRAPHIC OBSERVATIONS 

Petrographic study of most lunar highlands breccias that have been 

thin sectioned (Phinney et al., 1972; Simonds et al., 1974; Warner, 1972; 

Warner et al., 1973) yields several generalizations: i) the breccias are 

polymict, ii) most breccias show evidence of multiple impact events, 

iii) the matrix of each breccia is homogeneous, and iv) breccias were

deposited hot. 

Breccias are Polymict 

The multiparent origin of highlands breccias may be established 

from mineral, glass, and lithic clasts. The mineral clasts in any one 

oreccia show a wide range of composition that would not be expected in 

a single igneous rock (Warner, 1972). One example of this diversity is 

found in rock 76255, a fragmental matrix breccia clast in a basaltic 

matrix breccia from Station 6 at Apollo 17. This rock contains clasts 

of inverted pigeonite alongside clasts of orthopyroxene, pigeonite and 

augite (Simonds et al., 1974). 

Lithic clasts are not as numerous as mineral and glass clasts, 

especially in a single thin section, and therefore evidence from lithic 

clasts that lunar breccias are polymict is more difficult to obtain. 

However, it is common to find lithic clasts of both coarse-grained 

igneous rock and one or more different types of breccia in a single thin 

section. The lithic clast population has been studied in many thin 
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·.,·clion'.; of 111ell-rock bniccias 7fi01!, and /(j]"I',. H<ir;ult•, ,1r,� pr1)•,(�nf.l•d

in Simonds et al.• 1974, and indicate that each sample contains clasts

that represent a wide range of lunar highlands rock types. Similar

results have been obtained from a Station 2 boulder (Stoeser et al., 1974)

and from Apollo 14 breccias (Wilshire and Jackson, 1972).

Vitric breccias contain glass clasts ranging in color from yellow 

to brown to red. Moreover, the glass clasts generally do not display 

a continuum of colors, but rather exhibit several discrete colors. 

For example, 15294, from the Apennine front, contains yellow, deep 

orange, green, light brown, and tan glasses. These glasses, of 

different colors and compositions, must have formed from different 

parents. 

The matrices of vitric breccias contain fragments of the same 

minerals, glasses, and rock types as found in the clasts, except the 

proportion of these materials is different. Lithic fragments are more 

abundant as clasts whereas glass fragments are more abundant in the 

matrix. The similarity in types of material in clasts and matrix and 

the seriate grain size distribution of the matrix and clasts suggest 

that the matrix and the clasts are derived from the same set of parents. 

The extremely fine grain size of the matrix of fragmental matrix polymict 

breccias (on the order of <l to 5 microns) illustrates the pervasiveness, 

extent, and multiplicity of impact comminution. 
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Petrographic evidence that many breccias represent multiµlu uvunl� 

has been well documented by Wilshire and Jackson (1972). They found 

that breccia clasts within breccia clasts within the main breccia were 

common, and in rare cases they documented occurrences of breccia within 

breccia \'Ii thin breccia within breccia. Each generation of breccia clasts 

has different compositions and textures from one another which indicate 

different parents and thermal histories. The number of observed breccia

in-breccia relations must be taken as a minimum number of brecciation 

cycles for a given rock, because the intense recrystallization and melting 

that the current, and pre-existing, breccias unden'lent would obscure the 

recognition of pre-existing breccia clasts. Breccia-in-breccia texture is 

observed in single impact events (e.g., at the Reis Crater). However, 

the scale of Reis breccia-in-breccia texture is meters (HUttner, 1969), 

whereas in the 1 unar case the seal e is mi 11 imeters. 

Breccia Matrix is Homogeneous 

The matrices of polymict breccias are petrographically homogeneous 

on the scale of millimeters., That is, the texture, grain sizes, mineral 

abundances, and mineral compositions are the same within several 11nm 

squareareas across a single thin section, and from thin section to thin 

section of one rock (e.g., Warner, 1972). Homogeneity studies have been carried 

out on the matrices of two samples {76015 and 76315) from a large boulder and 

reported in detail by Phinney et al.(1974#) and Simonds et al.(1974). These 

studies include major element chemistry, minor element chemistry, trace element 
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cllemistry, mineral chemistry, and petrographic observations of the 

texture and modal abundances of minerals. Data from several samples 

separated by several cm in each rock yield essentially identical results 

indicating that the matrix of each sample is homogeneous on the scale of 

the aliquots studied--30 mm3 for chemistry and l mm2 for petrography. The

chemistry of 76015 and 76315 is nearly the same indicating chemical 

homogeneity on a scale of meters between two textural units of a 1arge 

boulder. That the matrix of breccias is homogeneous is not surprising 

in view of the fact that analyses of many lunar breccias performed by 

different laboratories, on different aliquots of the same rock, for a 

variety of elements are about the same. For example, there are nine 

determinations of Al
2
o

3 
from sample 14310 which range from 20.0 to 21.7 wt%, 

and eight from sample 60315 range from 16.4 to 17.8 wt% {data from the 

Lunar Sample Curator's data base). 

Breccias were Deposited Hot_ 

Analysis of petrologic and geochemical data for vitric and recrystallized 

breccias {Williams, 1972), combined with the experimental sintering data of 

Simonds {1973), suggest that vitric breccias were deposited at temperatures on 

the order of 700° C, and the recrystallized breccias at progressively higher 

temperatures up to approximately l000 °C. Warner et al.{1973) and Simonds et al.

{1973)· demonstrated that many of the Apollo 16 breccias contain matrices that 

were clast laden liquids. Statistical studies of 2-4 mm soil fragments by 

Delano et al.{1973) indicate that melt-rock breccias constitute about 1/3 of the 

Apollo 16 site. Bence et al.{1974) show that a similar fraction of the Apollo 17 

highlands are melt-rock breccias. Phase equilibrium studies on these 

compositions by Walker et al. (1973a) and Hodges and Kushiro {1973) 



show that the matrices of these breccias must have reached 1200 or 1300°C. 

Although the details of processes that heat ejecta and fa11-back blankets 

are not understood, the data is irrefutable that the breccias were formed 

in hot ejecta blankets. This suggests that abundant thermal energy is 

available in ejecta blankets. 

EXTENT OF MIXING IN THE LUNAR HIGHLANDS 

Petrographic evidence indicates that lunar breccias, which comprise 

about 90% of the returned lunar highlands rocks, were formed by multiple 

meteorite impacts from many parents. The physical processes involved are 

crushing, grinding, and mixing. The rarity of non-mixed (i.e., fine

grained and coarse-grained igneous) rocks, the wide range of lithic clasts 

types found in several breccias, and the chemical and petrographic 

homogeneity of breccia matrices suggest that impact mixing has been 

an extensive and efficient process in the lunar highlands. This is not 

surprising in view of supporting data from photogeology, cratering 

studies, geochemistry, and the abundance of mixed vs unmixed rocks. 

The numerous overlapping meteorite impact craters observed on any 

photograph of the lunar highlands attests to the pervasiveness of impact 

induced mixing. Head (1973) has emphasized the importance of the many 

local 10 km and larger craters to the Apollo 16 samples. Hartmann (1972) 

has shown that the cratering rate prior to the deposition of the Fra Mauro 

Formation was 1.5 to 2 orders of magnitude greater than since FraMauro 

Time. Short and Foreman's (1972) calculations show that ejecta from only 

the visible craters average out to a uniform layer l to 2 km thick. 



Secondary impacts will enhance the mixing effects of primary impact.

Oberbeck (1971) and Oberbeck, et al. (1973) show that the tot.al ma�s of 

material moved by the secondaries may be larger than the mass moved by 

the primary impact. Thus virtually all material in the upper few km of 

tile moon should be thoroughly mix�d. 

Siderophile element (e.g., Au) concentrations in the polymict breccias 

and soils are l to 2 orders of magnitude higher than equivalent values for fine

grain ed and coarse-grained igneous rocks (Morgan et al., 1973, 1974). Following 

Ganapathy et al. (1973) the Au content of igneous rocks is a measure of the 

siderophile element concentrations that are idigenous to the moon, and the 

higher values in soils and polymict breccias represent contamination by 

meteorites. Thus siderophile element concentrations may be used as an index 

to the mixed� the non-mixed rocks. The uniformly high concentrations 

of Au and other siderophile elements in all analysed polymict breccias 

(except 15205, Baedecker, et al., 1973) is further corroborative evidence 

that the highlands have been extensively mixed by impacts. 

At the Apollo 14 and 16 sites where there is no nearby mare material 

the rocks show a wider composition range than the soils (Table J.). Soils 

are about 95 percent degraded local bedrock, and the rocks are samples 

of the local bedrock. The narrower range of soil compositions is thus 

an indication of the effectiveness of the mixing process during the last 

109 years, when the impact rate has been much less intense than during

the time of formation of highland rocks. Further, because the soils 

appear to be well-mixed local material, they are used to approximate the 

composition of the local crust. 



The Apollo 15 and 17 sites straddle mare-highland boundaries, and 

L/1:.! rock-soil relations are obscured. The soils define a linear trend 

from the field of mare rocks to the field of highland rocks (as illustrated 

in FigureJ.l for Apollo 17). This is due to recent mixing between a "mare 

average" and a "highland average." The "highland average11 composition, 

as set out in Tablel, may be used to approximate the local highland 

crust at Apollo 15 and 17. 

The abundance of various highland rock types also provides supporting 

evidence as to the extent of highland impact mixing. The only non-mixed 

highlands samples are the fine-grained and coarse-grained igneous rocks. 

fJon-mixed materials (both as individual rocks and as clasts in polymict 

breccias) make up less than 15 percent of the mass of returned highlands 

samples. Further, the non-mixed rocks the111selves are generally small--a 

fc\'1 cm across or less {sample GlOlG, a black and white rock, is an exception-

the cataclastic anorthosite part is about 10 cm thick).

The extent of impact mixing in the lunar highlands suggestS'� 

low probability that large amounts of non-mixed rock could survive on 

or near the surface of the lunar highlands for a long time. This does 

not imply that no non-mixed rock can survive. Impact comminution is a 

random process and a few non-mixed rocks can survive numerous impact 

events, but non-mixed rocks cannot form a major proportion of the highlands 

samples. One exception, which should be rare and local, is if the 

formation and/or emplacement of the non-mixed rock onto the lunar surface 

was near the end of the evolution of the highlands. 
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The petrographic and chemical homogeneity studies suggest that the 

upper limit for effective mixing is greater than lO's of cubic meters 

and the lower limit is less than a cm3. Obviously a few grains at a

time, taken in sets, should not be homogeneous. The lower limit thus 

appears to be less than a cm3 but more than a few grains, probably a

few thousand grains. 

Because soils at each highland landing site are very Similar in 

composition, and thus relatively homogenized (except for later local 

mixing at contacts with nearby mare material), the upper limit for 

effective mixing must be larger than a landing site (which is on the 

order of several km2 ). Without a doubt there are major lateral hetero

geneities in the lunar highlands as evidenced by the orbital XRF and 

y-ray experiments (Adler, et al., 1973; Metzger, et al., 1973). Because

the local average crust (soil) composition is different at each landing 

site, the limit must be less than the inter-landing site distances (which 

are on the order of 103 km). The resolution element of the orbital XRF

and y-ray experiments is not clearly defined, but it is on the order of 

lO's of km across, and the orbital data as plotted (Adler, et al., 1973; 

Metzger, et al., 1973) suggestf that these resolutions are close to the 

scale of lunar surface homogeneity. The upper limit of effective mixing 

thus appears to be about lO's of km across. 

The arguments and data cited in this section suggest that within 

most regions of the lunar highlands that are on the order of several 

hundred km2, there should have been adequate impact mixing to produce

polymict breccias with relatively homogeneous matrices. That is, �e 
-



0redict that within any small area (up to 100 km2) of the lunar highlands 

that is chosen at random, the bedrock wil 1 consist of polymict breccias 

that are all of about the same composition. Reference to TableJ., shows 

that this prediction is wrong. 

PARADOX AND A SOLUTION 

The diversity of breccia compositions at each highland landing site 

has been well established (e.g., LSPET, 1971, 1972, 1973a, and 1973b). 

We use Apollo 16 as an example since it contains the most diverse 

highlands rock compositions and the landing site lies well within the 

lunar highlands. Figure�2 shows that the diversity of Apollo 16 rock 

compositions forms a linear trend from aluminous basalt (KREEP) (CaO -

10-12 wt%; A12o3 = 17 wt%) to anortho�ite (Cao= 19-20 wt%; A12o3 = 35 wt%). 

The one sample that plots off this trend at 6 wt% Cao and 16 wt% A12o3
(a spinel troctolite (Prinz, et al., 1973a)) and several of the rocks at
the anorthositic end are coarse-grained igneous rocks; the remainder are 

polymict breccias (Warner, et al., 1973). Soil compositions lie on the 

rock trend, but with a much narrower composition range (15-16.5 wt% CaO; 

26-29 wt% A12o3). The average soil composition is taken to approx·imate the

local average crustal material, and is used as th� starting point for

petrochemical processes that take place after impact mixing. 

We have shown above that meteorite impacts crush, grind, and mix 

material; that this material is deposited hot; and that it lithifies into 

polymict breccias. We argue that impact mixing is so efficient it compels 

the prediction that breccia matrices should be homogeneous from rock to 

rock within some ill-defined-sized region of the lunar highlands. Yet 

.. 
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the rock\ analyses, Which are essentially matrix analyses because clasts 

larger than about 2 11111 are separated from the analysed material, from any 

landing site are not homogeneous. This incompatibil it_y hetwcen 

prediction and observation presents a paradox. 

There are two explanations for this paradox. First, the prediction 

that the highland breccias are well mixed is wrong, or second, the 

diversity of breccia compositions is due to some differentiation process 

that takes place after impact mixing. 

The first explanation that impact mixing is not extensive has two 

alternatives: (i) the diversity of rock compositions is old (it either 

dates from crustal formation or pre-4.3 AE volcanism) and the subsequent 

impact events have not caused significant chemical mixing, or (ii) the 

diversity of rock compositions is young (3.9 - 4.3 AE volcanism) and the 

breccia petrography is due to contamination with, and/or partial assi�lation 

of, regolith. The evidence for mixing set out above makes alternative (i) 

unlikely. If alternative (ii) were the explanation, we would expect to 

find volcanic rocks that were not contaminated by regolith; and essentially 

none have been foun9 in the highlands. The even distribution of mineral and 

lithic clasts does not suggest that they are xenoliths and xenocrysts. If 

the melt-rock brecci�s were volcanic, we would expect some coarser-grained 

equivalents; the latter are not found, and in fact, the breccias are an order 

of magnitude finer-grained than the mare basalts suggesting a formational process 

other than volcanism. For these reasons, and others discussed in the last 

paragraph of the Definition of Rock Type section, we do not accept the first 

explanation for the paradox. 



The second, and favored explanation for the paradox calls for a 

differentiation process to take place during fonnation of the breccias so 

that the repeated mixing is partially undone. The fact that the breccias 

were formed between 700 and 1300 °C suggests the presence of adequate thennal 

energy (within ejecta and fall-back blankets and in the heated wall rock of 

craters) to drive petrochemical processes. Processes that 

may be associated with impacts and could cause differentiation are: selective 

volatilization, crystal fractionation in pools of impact melt, and partial 

melting. 

Volatilization does not appear to be a significant process since the trend 

in the breccia compositions is not the trend of vaporization. Volatilization 

would selevtively remove alkali elements, but the breccias show a covarient 

trend in Cao and Al2o3 and no evidence of alkali loss. Furthermore, the

alkali element concentrations are so low in lunar material (even KREEP) that 

volatilization loss should not be a major process of highland petrogenesis. 

Th� necessity of bringing a large fraction of lunar surface material to 

within 1 nm of the lunar vacuum, while that material is hot, in order for 

volatilization to be effective seems impossible. 

Crystal fractionation in a pool of impact melt of the local average 

crustal composition could adequately account for the chemistry of the 

breccias; the observed trend is essentially due to feldspar enrichment plus 

minor Fe/Mg variation. A major problem with crystal settling is that an impact 

melt would not be a conducive environment for such a process to take place. Melt

rock breccias are glassy to very fine-grained, which suggests cooling rates so 

rapid that crystal settling could not be effective. Terrestrial basalts, 

which are coarser-grained, and thus may have cooled more slowly, do not show 
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crystdl settling in lava lakes tens of meters thick. Also, impact melts 

are laden with mineral and lithic clasts which would hinder crystal 

settling, and in fact, should themselves settle. 

Partial melting processes are controlled by the phases melted: the 

first melt from the Apollo 16 local average crustal composition should 

appear at the olivine-pyroxene-feldspar peritectic. Walker,et al. (1973b) 

have shown that the peritectic has an aluminous basalt (KREEP) major 

element composition (Cao�12; A1
2
o
3
�16 wt%) which plots at one end of the 

trend in Figurel2. Further partial melting will produce melts along the 

olivine-plagioclase cotectic and towards the local average crust, and the 

rocks that fall in this range are melt-rock breccias. The residue will 

be more anorthositic,and that is where the potential residue candidates 

among the Apollo 16 rocks lie on FigureJ,2. 

Statement of the Model 

The model we propose to expl�in the variety of breccia compositions is 

illustrated in Figure�3 and outlined below: 

1. Continuous grinding, crushing, and mixing of surface and near

surface materials as a result of primary and secondary impacts from the 

time of crustal formation to about 3.85 AE. This step is represented 

in Figurea3 by the MIXING oval and the arrows leading into it. The product 

is a homogeneous mixture of fine-grained and coarse-grained igneous rocks, 

pre-existing polymict breccias, and regolith material deposited in ejecta 

and fall-back blankets. This mixture, which approximates the LOCAL AVERAGE 

LUNAR CRUST in compositionJis the material that further processes act upon.



2. Those parts of the mixed deposits that do not attain tempera

tures of about 7OO°C form regolith or SOIL. 

3. Those parts of the mixed deposits that attain temperatures

above 7OO°C but below about 12OO°C Hthify into VITRIC BRECCIAS and 

RECRYSTALLIZED BRECCIAS. 

4. Those parts of the mixed deposits that attain temperatures

above about 12OO°C will start MELTING following the normal rules of 

phase equilibrium. There will be at least a partial separation of MELT 

(with included mineral and lithic clasts) from RESIDUE. The melt will 

crystallize into basalti'c matrix and poikilitic matrix {MELT-ROCK) 

breccias, and the residue will form some sort of breccia, perhaps a 

LIGHT MATRIX BRECCIA. 

5. There will be many impacts that aid in homogenizing the deposits,

whereas there will be relatively few impacts that are accompanied by 

partial melting and separation of melt and residue. 

6. The partial mel tiny rnay take place In an eJet t,1 uhnket, a

fall--back blanket, or wi'thin the deposits that form the wall rock of 

craters. 

Suen. a partial melting process can explain the observed diversity 

of breccia compositions. Below we examine if partial melting of the 

local average crustal composition is consistent wtth the chemical data, 

and di'scuss evidence bearing on the problem of separation of melt from 

residue and identification of the residue. As is pointed out below, there 

are problems with this model, especially in regards to Fe/Mg ratio evolution.

Although some details of the model are surely wrong, we stress that the data
r,,u1t 

demands some sort of chemical fractionation process take place in ejecta
A 

and fall-back blankets. 

... 
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CHEMICAL TESTS OF PARTIAL MELTING 

There are six points of chemical data· used to test impact partial 

melting. None of these prove that impact partial melting is the major 

process responsible for the diversity of highland breccia compositions. 

Rather, they show that a lot\/ pressure partial melting model is consistent

1,Ji tl1 the chemi ca 1 data. 

The range of rock compositions at each highland site has some major 

similarities. the local crustal average composition would yield an 

aluminous basalt (KREEP) as the first liquid during partial melting, and 

rocks with that composition are found at each site. Two sites, Apollo 

16 (see FtgureJ2} and Luna 20 (Prinz et al., 1973b}, have rocks that 

are more aluminous than the first melt but less aluminous than the 

parent composition. Those rocks may have formed by larger amounts of 

partial melting than that required to form the aluminous basalt. Finally, 

each site contains rocks that are more aluminous than the parent compo

sition. These rocks may be residues. 

The general major element vari.ations that would be expected in 

this series are not completely present. The Fe/Mg ratio decreases from

the aluminous basalts to the rocks formed by larger amounts of partial 

melting, but the �ecrease does not continue through the local average 

crustal composition to the residue. This problem could be explained if 

impact crushing and grinding systematically biased the finer-grain 

size fractions to more mafic compositions, and this finer fraction was 

the first material melted. There is evidence that mafic minerals 

(Butler et al., 1973; Finkelman, 1973) and trace elements (Evensen et 

, . 1973) are fractionated into finer grain sizes. 



lile aluminous basalt at each landing site is different in detail in 

both major and trace elements (Hubbard et al., 1973 ). This difference 

shm-1s up in the Fe/Mg ratio and the trivalent lithophile trace elements. 

In the impact generated partial melting model these small, but significant, 

differences may be accounted for by corresponding differences in the trace 

element content and Fe/Mg ratio of the local average crust and different 

partial melting histories. 

There is a correlation between the trivalent lithophile trace elements 

and major elements at each site as shown by Haskin et al. (1973} and Hubbard 

et al. (1973} for Apollo 16. For example, the total rare earth element content 

decreases with increasing Al
2
o
3 

content in the breccias. Since the trivalent 

lithophile trace elements occur in accessory minerals, the first liquid generated 

during partial melting will contain most of these elements, and the first 

liquid contains the lowest Al
2
o

3
, yielding a liquid with high trace elements 

all': low /\1
2
0
3
. If we use local soil as a model of the material that was partially 

melted, an enrichment factor of only 5 or less is needed to produce the trace 

element concentrations in the low Al
2
o
3 

breccias. With increased partial 

melting, the A12o3 
content of the liquid increases, and the trace element

contents are lowered by dilution. 
-ft.a.+ 

Taylor et al. (1973 } have demonstrated
A
highland-wide, positive, one-to-one

correlations exist among total rare earth elements, Ba, Hf, Nb, Th, and Zr. 

Hubbard (1973 ) and Haskin et al. (1973 ) have pointed out the consistency of 

the slope of the rare earth elements when normalized to chondrites, which 

corresponds to the one-to-one correlations found by Taylor et al. (1973 }. 

Because these elements occur in the accessory minerals, the first melt 

will contain most of them and there will be no differential fractionation 

of the trivalent lithophile trace elements. Further partial melting will 

simply dilute the abundances that occur in the first liquid. The partial 
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melting model does not specify the slope of the rare earth elements, 

but once that slope is established as characteristic of the lunar high

lands, the partial melting model propagates it. 

:\lthough these inter-element correlations beb-1een major and trivafont

l ithop'.1ilc trace elements do not constitute proof of the proposed impact

partial melting, the relations are so striking that they demonstrate a

general genetic relationship among the highland breccias. The weight 

of geochemical evidence argues for partial melting as the basic process. 

If the diversity of compositions of highland breccias was due to partial 

melti'ng of different source regions in the lunar interior, the chemical 

relations would be expected to show discontinuities in the correlations 

and these di'conttnuities do not exist. Partial melting in homoginiz::d 

,:jecta ;11ankets would not produce discontinuities. 

The Ar 39-
40 and Rb-Sr data for highland breccias yield crystalliza

tion ages between 3.85 and 4.05 AE for the majority of the samples, with 

a few measurements as old as 4.25 AE (Schaeffer and Husain, 1973 and 

1974; and Tera et al., 1974). This spectrum of ages would be expected 

for continuous impact mixing and partial melting in ejecta blankets. 

The sharp cut-off of ages at 3.85 AE indicates the time that meteorites 

large enough to cause extensive mixing and partial melting stopped im

pacting the moon on a regular basis. The range in ages of about 200 

million years suggests that towards the end of highland formation, 

meteorites large enough to cause partial melting impacted the moon with 

a frequency such that there was an effective thermal cycle time in the 

highlands of about 200 million years. 



Rb-Sr and U-Pb data on highland breccias yield "whole rock isochrons" 

oi about 4.3-4.4 AE (Nyquist et al., 1973; Tera et al., 1974). Nyquist 

has suggested that these model ages indicate a major lunar differentia

tion at that time. Tera et al. give two explanations for the data. 

Either the model age is the age of the lunar crust for a simple two-

stage model, or 11 • • •  about one-half of the crust formed between 4.6 to 

4.5 AE, and the remainder evolved uniformly down to �3.9 AE." In the 

latter case the initial ratios (of both Pb and Sr), and the age, would 

"represent an average of the rocks sampled and mixed during ... impacts." 

This latter interpretation ts consistent with our model of continuous 

impact mixing and partfal melting. 

We have performed calculati'ons of Rb-Sr evolution to test our 

�e·,logtc model. Visualize that all Rb 87
, Sr 8 6

, and Sr87 are contained 

in one or more "pots." The calculations start with one "pot" that con

tains Sr 87/Sr 8 6 
� 0.6990 (BABI} and Rb 87/Sr86 

= 0.05 at 4.6 AE. The 

.calculations iterate every 0.1 AE from 4.6 AE to 3.9 AE. Within each 

iteration the following proces?es are calculated: 

1. All existi'ng "pots" are allowed to age for 0.1 AE.

2. The mechankal aspects of impact are simulated by sampling all

existing "pots" and combining the sampled material into one "temporary 

pot." Tlie sampling algorithm removes half of the material in 0.1 AE 

old "·pots, 11 half of the remaining material in 0. 2 AE old II pots, 11 and 

all of tli.e remaining material in 0.3 AE old "pots." Thus at any time 

there are "pots" of 3 ages with a spread of 200 million years to agree 

•.ii"tfi the spread in observed crystallization ages. 

.. 



3. The chemical aspects of impact (i.e., partial melting) are

simulated by fractionating the "temporary pot" into a new Rb-rich (melt) 

"pot" and a new Rb-poor (residue) "pot." This part of the calculation 

contains two variables: i) the partitioning of Rb between the two new 

"pots," and ii} the partitioning of Sr between the two new 11pots.11 

There is no Sr isotopic fractionation. 

At this stage of the calculation the formation of the highlands is 

essentially complete, and the systems are allowed to age for 3.9 AE to the 

present. We have calculated models that use various expressions for the 

Rb and Sr partition variables, and many of these yield similar results 

(Figure�4}. Although the results do not provide a perfect match to the 

observed data, they show that no major problems exist wtth our model of 

impact partial melting. For example, the calculations demonstrate that 

the residues will not have extremely high (>5.0 AE) model ages with 

BABI. 

--



SEPARATION OF MELT AND RESIDUE 

Physical separation of partial melt and residue is necessary for 

the proposed model to be effective. However, the reader should keep in 

mind that the mechanical details of separation are not really understood 

for the case of terrestrial migmatites or basalts, although evidence is 

exceedingly strong that such separations do take place. We hope that 

this model will not be judged on how well the separation process is 

specified. The scale of separation of partial melt within an ejecta blanket is 

small compared to separating basaltic magma from the earth's mantle; the 

largest known mass of rock that could be considered formed by impact 

partial melting is the boulder at Station 6 on Apollo 17. That boulder 

represents about 10 stratigraphic meters and contains three layers (Heiken 

et al., 19731 - perhaps suggesting that each layer represents a separate 

event. Calculati'ons by Brett {1974) based on petrologically

derived cooling rates indicate that layers of melt-rock breccia were 

not more than several meters thick. 

Returned samples display partial melts (presumably formed during 

impact] that have separated. Samples 64455 and 65075 show partial melt

ing and separation of the melt on the l1JTI scale (Grieve and Plant, 1973). 

Similar separation of partial melt and residue has been documented by 

Phinney et al. (1972) from KREEP fragments found at Station 7 on 

Apollo 15. Segregation of a partial melt into small pods and 100 micron 

veins has been suggested for 67075 by LSPET (1973}. 

The black and white rocks from Apollo 15 and 16 consist of angular 

veins of clast-laden melt-rock breccia (black) that intrude 

cataclastic anorthosites and cataclastic norites (white) and 

I 
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are examples where melt has migrated some unknown distance (but at least 

1 cm) and injected a fractured, refractory rock. 

The small size of returned lunar samples precludes finding examples 

of separation on the meter scale. Pools of melt on the km scale occur 

on the floors and ejecta blankets of highland craters (e.g.,

King and Tycho; Howard, 1972). These pools may be total impact melts or 

separated partial melts, but in any case, they occur in an ejecta 

environment. 

Finally, if there were mechanical fractionation of the lower melting 

material into the finer grain sizes as was suggested above, that process 

itself would accomplish much of the required separation of partial melt 

and residue. 



IDENTIFICATION OP THE RESIDUE 

The residue from the proposed partial melting in an ejecta blanket 

must meet we11-defined chemical criteria. Phase equilibri'um relations 

dictate that the residue must be higher in Al203 and Cao, and lower in 

Ti02, 1<20, Fe/Mg ratio, and all trivalent lithophile trace elements.

We cannot predict what the texture of the residue should be. Rocks 

that meet the chemical criteria include cataclastic anorthos1tes (e.g., 

61016), light matrix breccias (e.g., 67955}, melt rocks (e.g., 68815), 

and metamorphosed breccias (e.g., 61295). Hubbard et al. (1971) have 

suggested that there are two types of anorthosite with higher and lower 

Sr 87/Sr 86
• Perhaps the low Sr 87/Sr 86 anorthosites are derived from the 

moon's ortg1nal crust and the high Sr87/Sr86 anorthosites are partial 

melting resi'dues. However, the monomict nature of the anorthosites is 

not consistent with them being the residue from the impact partial melt

ing of a polymict breccia, unless they were the clasts. We suggest that 

the residue is probably a polymict breccia or granulite of some type-

the li'ght matri'x breccias appear to be prime candidates. This is a 

subject that demands considerable study. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The general petrogenesis of the moon is best understood by the 

interpretation of primary rock types returned by the Apollo and Luna 

missions. It is therefore imperative that we can unambiguously identify 

the primary rocks. This paper shows how difficult that problem is. Al

though fine-grained and coarse-grained igneous rocks are probably primary, 

the bulk of the returned highland rocks are polymict breccias, and this 

paper demonstrates that the polymict breccias are not primary rocks. 

Polymict breccias were formed in impacts, and the crushing, grinding, 

and especially, mixing that takes place duri'ng impact does not allow the 

preservation of original chemistry, but should produce homogeneous breccias. 

There ts a paradox between compelling evidence that the breccias 

should be about the same composition, and the wide range of compositions 

displayed by the returned highland breccias. This paradox demands a 

differentiation process after the impact mixing. A process that may 

explain the heterogeneity is partial melting and separation of melt and 

residue in ejecta and fall-back blankets, or in the wall rock of craters. 

We are now investigating the possibility of even better fits of chemical, 

petrographic, and impact data resulting from a mechanical concentration 

of mafic and accessory minerals into the finer-grained fraction of rego

lith and preferential melting of this lower melting temperature material. 

Finally, the processes that we discuss are not of major importance 

on earth, but seem to be on the moon. Recent photographs of the surface 

of Mars and Mercury show those planets to be intensely cratered 1 i.ke the 

moon. Perhaps the processes discussed in this paper will have applica

+ion to those planets. 
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TABLE 1: PETROGRAPHIC CLASSIFICATION OF LUNAR ROCKS 

Groups and Subgroups Interpretation 

I. 

II. 

III. 

Coarse-grained Igneous Rocks {intergrown crystals, >1 mm, typical of terrestrial equivalents) 
A. Plutonic Rocks {anorthosite, troctolite, etc.)
B. Cataclastic Rocks {cataclastic anorthosite, etc.)
C. Granulitic Rocks {granulitic troctolite, etc.)

Fine-grained Igneous Rocks {glassy to fine-grained {<1 nm) intergrown, crystalline textures typical of 
terrestrial equivalents) 
A. "Mare Basalts {ferromagnesian silicates plus opaques comprise >50% and plagioclase <501 of mfnerals,

essentially no orthopyroxene)
B. Pyroclastic Rocks {aggregates of vitric to devitrifjed ash)
C. {?) Feldspathic Basalts.(?) (plagioclase comprises >50% of minerals, orthopyrox-:ne is cOIIITIOn; e.g.,

,�310, Apollo 15 KREEP, 68415)

Breccias {angular to rounded relic fragments in a fragmental, crystalline, or glassy matrix; polymict) 
A. Fragmental Matrix Breccias {no sutured or interlocking mine�als �n matrix as fn crystalline textures)

1. Light Matrix Breccias {seriate distribution of lithic and mineral fragments)
2. Vitric Matrix Breccias {matrix is largely 0.5 - 2.0 IIIJ.! glass_ ·fragnents)

B. Crystalline Matrix Breccias
1. Crystalline Matrix Breccias with equant feldspar in matrix

a. LCM Grade Breccias {grain size distribution is discontinuous, no obvicus mosaic pattern to
minerals)

b. High Grade Breccias (grain size disttiiution is discontinuous, minerals fonn mosaic pattern,
silicates as regular polyhedra)

c. Poikilitic Breccias
2. Crystalline Matrix Breccias with tabular feldspar in matrix

a. Basaltic Matrix Breccias
i Mesostasis-rich Basaltic Breccias {matrix contains plagioclase, olivine, >10%

cryptocrystalline mesostasis of gJass, phosphates, opaque minerals, pyroxene, and 
other accessory minerals) 

ii Ophitic Basaltic Breccias 
iii Porphyritic Basaltic Breccias 
iv Micronoritic Breccias 
v (?) Feldspathic Basalts (?)

0 

b. Poikilitic Matrix Breccias
C. Glassy Matrix Breccias {primarily agglutinates; matrix consists of coherent glass)
D. Devitrified Glass-Matrix Breccias

"'Mare Basalts may be further subdivided but this paper is concerned more with Highland rc>ck types. 

I
Early crustal c1111Ulate rocks some 
of which have been partly crushed 
and/or annealed. 

Melts from the lunar interior 

Non-melted, crushed and mixed 
breccias fanned directly from 
impact events (matrix never con
sisted of coherent melt although 
matrix may have contained many 
fragments of glass) Some may have 
undergone one or more subsequent 
heating events. 

Melt-derived·breccias formed 
directly from impact events 
{matrix at sane stage consisted 
of reasonably coherent melt) 



Table2. Range or composition or Ml.ected elements and oxides 1n hig.'11.am polymiet breccias and soils. 

Apollo 14 Apollo 15 Apollo 16 Apollo 17 
• Soils' • Soils .. 4 • Soil.s 1 Breccias ' c- .:..1 '2..3Brecciae Breccias Breccias �� s 

Ti� (%) 1.4-1.7 . 1.6-l.8 .3-1.4 1.27 .3-1.7 .4-.7 .2,..,1.5 1.24 

ll20, (%) 14.8-22.3 16.2-17.7 15.2-23.5 17.38 17.2-31.2 26.0-29.0 17.o-:J.7.0 21.U

FeO {J) 6.7-ll.O 10.q..io.9 5.9-15.0 ll.65 .3.2-10.5 4.1-6.2 5.1-11.6 8.14 

?l._g() c,> 8.J-lJ.7 9.2-10.2 9.4-13.3 10.36 2.3-15.1 4.2-6 • .3 6.1-16 • .3 9.94 

CaO (%) 9.1-12.8 10.2-11.3 10.3-13.7 ll.52 10.4-18 • .3 15.0-16.5 9.9-15.2 l,J.o6 

1(20 (%} .15-.87 .so-.60 .08-.17 .1.7 .03-.49 .05-.16 .06-.)0 .15 

P2Cs (%) .22-.6,3 .40-.58 .02-.55 .13 .02-.48 .06-.15 .03-.35 • 12

Sm (ppa) 20-42 29-31 3-13 NlO 2-27 3-7 2-25 -

Sr (ppa) 180-230 177-181 113-268 142 1.39-235 167-188 lll-177 151 

l. Data from Cura.tor's Data Base, CUrator 1 s Office, J .s.c., Hou.aton.

2. Data presented 1s "highlands average" a.a described 1n text.

3. Data from I.SPET(l97.3b) and Rhodes.et al.(1974).



Fig. 1: 

Figure Captions 

Clast of sp1nel-bear1ng trocto11te from 67435 which is a 

po1kilit1c matrix breccia with tabular feldspar. (a) plane 

light view of plagioclase (very light gray) subhedral olivine 

(11ght gray), and subhedral sp1nel (gray). (b) cross polars 

view illustrating isotropic nature of sp1nel and poikilitic 

nature of plagioclase. The troctolite has the cumulate texture 

of igneous rocks (long di111nsion • 2.4 1111). 

Fig. 2(1): Cataclast1c dunite, 72415,56 (plane light). This rock is 

essentially 111 olivine in ser1ate grain s1ze d1str1bution. 

Note clast of niltigrain olivine at lower left (long dimension• 

7.2 •>· 

(b):· Cataclastic anorthosite, '60025,110 (crossed polars). This rock 

Fig. 3: 

is essentially all plagioclase both as large grains and fine

grained matrix (long dimension• 1.8 11111). 

White area of black and white breccia 15455 showing plane light 

view (a) of zones of crushed plagioclase (light gray)'containing 

larger fragments of plagioclase (white) enclos1�g zones of 

crushed or;thopyroxene (black) ind larger frag111ents of 

orthopyroxene (aedi1111 gray. high relief). Crossed polars view 
• 

of same area (b) shows continuity of twinning from one plagioclase 

fra,nent to another, especially at dght center and lower center. 

S1m11ar pair of plane light (c) and crossed polars· views (d) show 

that orthopyroxene fra�nts (med11.111 gray 1n c) 1n crushed 

�pyroxene (dark gray in c) fonn one optically cont1nuou!i 

gratn as shown by their si1111ltaneous extinction 1n d. (long 

dimension • 7.2 m). 



ri�. 4{a): Crossed polars view of troctolite 76535,51 showing polyhedral 

grain development with triple junctions. Gray, irregularly 

cracked grains are olivine; remainder is plagioclase (long 

dimension = 7.2 nm). 

{b): Crossed polars view of chip fr<?"' anorthosite 15415,30 showing 

polyhedral grain development of smaller plagioclase grains 

within much larger plagioclase grains (long dimension = 7.2 mn). 

Fig. 5: 

Fig. 6: 

Plane light (a) and crossed polars {b) views of 79215,58. Light 

area in center is large plagioclase grain that has developed 

extensive 8ne ef small polyhedral grains in its outer zone. 

Top left and top right are similar zones of polyhedral grains 

but entirely of olivine. Light areas in lower half of 

fragment consist of polyhedral plagioclase grains (long dimension• 

ll.11111). Plane light (c) and crossed polars (d) views of 

another thin section of 79215,50 at lower magnification showing 

polyhedral grain development from a large plag1oclase (lower 

left) and in zones of olivine between plag1oclase crystals 

(upper right) (long dimension• Um.). 

Plane light views of mare basalts. (a) Coane grained basalt 

15555.206 showing o11vines and c11nopyroxenes (gray) 

poiktlitically enclosed in plagioclase. <>s,.que m1n•ra1s are 

priuri ly 11meni te. large clinopyroxene grain with opaque 

inclusions occurs along right margin. (b) Crystals of 

arw11lcolite or ilmenite (black) and pyroxene (white) in mat,-- ·;.,,; 

of glass and spherulitic crystals 1n 70215.160 (long dimensior: ·.· 

1.8flln). 
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Fig. 7: 

· Fig. 8:

Fig. 9: 

Plane light views of orange clod, 74220,78 (a) and green 

rock 15427,29 (b). Both are very similar in that they 

.contain spheroids or fraginents of spheroids that are 

pr�marily glass but also a few are dev1trified. The gray 

matrix is mostly finer fragments of the same material. Note 

the euhedral olivine grain in the large glass fragment in thi 
upper right of 15427 (b) (long dimension= 1.8 11111). 

(a} Plane light and (b) crossed polars .Vil\!!� of KREEP 

, feldspathic basalt 15434,37 consisting of elongate plagioclase 

laths {white} some of which are slightly curved, tabular 

orthopyroxene (gray), and fine-grained mesostasis (dark 

gray) containing glass, opaques, pilosphates, and other 

accessories. (c) Plane light and (d) crossed polars views 

,.,. ,; .of feldspathic basal 1i 68415, 130 consisting mostly of feldspar

11th_$ aJKJ irregularly-shaped, 1ntef tit1al grains of pyroxene 

auch of which is orthopyroxene. (e) Plane light and (f)

crossed polars views of feldspathic basalt 14310,183 

consisting of plagioclase laths (white), orthopyroxene 

phenocryst (light gray, upper left), 1nterst1t1a1 pyroxene 

(light gray}, opaques (bllk), and a trace of fine-gratned 

mesostas1s (dark gray 1n e) (long dimension• 1.8 11111). 

(a) Plane light and (b) crossed polars views of light

matrix breech 61516,4 showing ser1ate grain-size distribution

and crys1;4111ne nature of frepents. (lang dimensioo • 1 .8 mm).

(c) Plane light 1nd (d) cr91Md polars views of ltpt matrix

brecc1a 14082,10 at IIIUCh 9.-pter Ngnif1c1ti0f'I ttt.n (a) and (b) 

staawing seriate grain� and their crystalliae ••tuna in· the very 

fint fraction (long d1Mnsion • 0.44 �). 



�ig. 10: 

Fig. 11: 

Fig. 12: 

Fig. 13: 

Fig. 14: 

Plane light views of vitric matf'ix breccias at 1ntennediate 

magnification (long dimension • 0.44 ITffl) of 14042,7 (a) and 

high magnification (long dimension• O. 18 m) of 15314,45 {b) . 

Matrix consists of micromillimeter-size particles of brown 

glass which can be resolved in (b). 

Low grade crysta_lline matrix breccia, 15314,43, showing lack 

of regular pattern and restricted grain-size range of matrix 

in plane Ught (a) and crysta'lline nature of matrix in cross 

polars (b) (long dimension a 0.44 irm). 

High grade crystalline matrix breccias showing development of 

equant matrix grains in plane light, sample 14311,13 (a) 

(long dimension� 0.44 nu). and mosaic arrangement of polygonal 

grains in a small area of matrix in reflected light, sample 

14305,95 (b) (long dimension • O. 18 11111). 

Crossed polars views of po1kilitic breccias with equant feldspar 

grains (a) 77017,76 contains areas of low-calcium pyroxene as 

oikocrysts (black) enclosing equant feldspar grains of vari9us 

stze (white to light gray) (long dimension• 2.0 m) (b) 

A ·c11st, 76315.96. contains areas of low calc1UII pyroxene as 

o1kocrysts {white) enclosing many plag1oclase g�ains most of 

which are equant and rounded (long dimension• 0.44 11111). 

Plane light views of mesostisis-r1ch biult1c.brecc11s. 

(a) 64477,13 shows •esostas;s (black) amid clusters of sma11 

equant olivine grains (gray) and elongate plagioclase laths 

(whtte to light gray). A few llrger 111iner1l clasts are vis·.��,-. 

.... 
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Fig. 15: 

Fig. 16: 

. Fig. 17: 

(b) 15314,40 contains a greater proportion of mesostasis

(gray) with equant olivine (11ght gray) and lathy plagioclase

(light gray) grains (long dimension = 0.44 nm).

Ophi�1c basaltic breccias. (a) Plane light view of 66095,86

showing tabular plagioclase (light gray), equant olivine and

pyroxene {gray) and opaques (black). Large irregular grains

in lower half ar� clasts. (b) Crossed polars view of (a} to

show ophitic texture. Upper half of photo shows several

ophitic pyroxenes (larger irregular white patches) containing

a few plagioclase. laths (long dimension • 0.44 11111). (c)

Plane light and (d) crossed polars views of 63585,4 one of the

coarser grained versions of this group shw1ng the relatively

unifonn grain-size distribution (long dimension• 1.8 111n).

Porphyritic basaltic breccia 64817,3 (a) plane light and

(b) crossed polars, showing the larger plagtoclase grains
&. 

developing a porphyritic texture. Note the mu• greater 
. 

.

variation in grain s1ze than in the oph1t1c basalts of 

Fig. 15 (long dimension • 1.8 m). 

(a) Plane light and (b) crossed polars views of nor1t1c

breccia 63598,4. Note the barely resolvable to.clearly seen

laths of plagioclase (light gray) throughout the matrix.

Most of the remaining light gray material is ortnopyroxene.

A few large plag1oclase clasts are present (long dimension =

0. 'l'f

� m). The lath-shaped plagioclase is best seen in high

■agn1ffcation under reflected light as in 7'435,7 (c)



!"lg. 18: 

Fig. 19: 

Fig. 20: 

(long dimension = 0. 18 •). Dark gray is plag1oclase and 

light tJray is largely orthopyroxene. 

Poiktlit1c matrix brecc1a 15414,11 (a) in croued polars

showing the pyroxe�e oikocry�ts (large light gray and dark

gray patches) (long dimension = 1.8 •) and (b) in plane 

light at higher magnification showing the tabular to lathy 

fonns of plagioclase (long dimension• 0.44 nm). Similar

texture occurs in 76055,13 (c) in plane light showing oikocrysts
( ,.,..,. 1 •• ,,,, .. 'S, ,. '( "'-Y 

(light gray and medium gray patche��nd {d) in crossed polars

showing the plagioclase laths in one of the oikocrysts.

Note the alignment of plagioclase grains (long dimension=

0.44 nm). (e) Sample 66035,2 in crossed polars showing

several oikocrysts with plagioclase laths having consistent

alignment through all of them {long dimension• 1.8 11111).

Plane light views of glassy matrix breccias from 14003,28.

Dirk areas are brown glass, white areas are vesicles, and 

gray areas are clasts (long dimension• 0.34 •). 

Pline light views of devitrified glass-matrix breccias. 

(1) 67435,17 shows glass (light gray) at bottolll left and

various spheru11t1c crystal growths. (b) 64579,4 shows

nucleation around margins of clasts (long d111efts1on • 1.8 11111).
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FlGlJUr; CAPl'lON:_j 

Figut-e·lJ.. FeO - l:go plot of Apollo 17 rock and soil analysee. 11Average 

mare 11 and "Average highlandstt soils are described in tho 

text. Data are from the Curator 1 e Data Base. 

F1gurel2. QI.O - Al20J plot of Apollo 16 rock and soil �es. Data 

are from the Curator's Data Base. 

Figure)J. Schuma.tic representation ot tho impact mixing a.nd partial melting 

110del that explains the diversity or polymiot breccia 

oompo&it1one. Bootee represent material and ova.la represent 

processes. 

Figure�. Rb-Sr evolution diagram shol-dng whole rock data for lunar 

highlands rocks. The results of our calculated Rb-Sr 

evolution are shown for camparison. Tho calculations are 

baaed on the impact mixing and partial melting model and are 

deacribed 1n the text. Data !rom Nyquist et al. (1972 and 1973), 

Papanastassiou a.nd Wasaerburg (1971, 1972&, alM11972b), and 

Tva et al. (197.'.3) • 
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